
User Manual and 
Product Specifications

IMPORTANT
Read instrucitons befor operation



Main features of the product :
    Reliable mobile refrigeration system
    Electronic control, high efficiency, low energy consumption
    Multi-source DC power supply (12/24v)
    Battery protection system protects your battery from over-discharge
    Touch button, sensitive operation
Safety instructions:
Warning: If your product's power cord is worn or damaged, please stop using the product.
Warning: If the product circuitry is flooded, do not attempt to start or continue using the
product.
When the product is working, the fuse must be connected to the circuit (the fuse on
the main unit of the product cannot be replaced by other specifications). The recommended
specifications are DC 12v/15A, 24V/7.5A.
Make sure that the power supply connected to the outlet is within the specified range,
and confirm that the power supply polarity is correct. The voltage specification can be found
on the technical parameter label on the bottom of the product.
Please do not put any electrical equipment inside the product to prevent your from damage.
Product use precaution
    The refrigerator should be well ventilated during normal operation, especially the rear
vents of the refrigerator. It is best to keep a gap about more than 100 mm from each other
around each other.
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Thank you for purchasing this portable car refrigerator, Please read this user manual carefully
and familiarize yourself with the product’s functional and operational requirements, which will
provide you with best help get the best service from the product and the experience or fresh
food during outdoor adventures.
Dear Customer: please read this manual before using the product, thank you!
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 Do not let the refrigerator liner frosty too much (maintain the refrigerator door body
seal to prevent moisture from entering), otherwise it will affect the refrigeration
performance of the refrigerator. If you need to defrosting, you need to turn off the
system, and all the frost will be melted into water and remove the water.
The lower the ambient temperature, the lower the energy consumption of the
refrigerator. When using the product, keep it as far away as possible from the heat
source and avoid directing sunlight.
Please put the refrigerator in a horizontal position, and the product can work when the
maximum tilt angle does not exceed 30°



Operation Instructions

Dual DC power supply（12/24V)
Power cord length specification
The power cord must use a sufficient cross-sectional area and a suitable length (from
the battery to the length of the refrigerator, refer to the table below)

Connect the plug to the power socket and confirm that the power is on. Press the ON/OFF
button to turn it on. At the same time, the power indicator lights up, and the digital display
shows the current temperatures inside the box after self-test.
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If the power is turned off by disconnected, the refrigerator will automatically shut down, After
the power is restored, the refrigerator will automatically operate in the setting mode before
power off.

Press the up or down to set the temperature of the refrigerator to rise or fall. Press UP once to
set the temperatures to rise by one degree, Press DOWN once to set the temperature to drop by
one degree.

Press the set button, the digital tube displays ECO or HH model, you can press the UP or DOWN
button, so set the refrigerator to run with the ECO energy saving mode or MAX(HH) speed mode.
When the ECO mode is selected, the ECO indicator on the operation panel turn to green, select
MAX(HH) the Max indicator on the operation panel turn up to red in the extreme speed mode.

When operating in the energy-saving (ECO) model, the compressor operates at low speed and
saves energy. When operating in the extreme speed (MAX) mode, the compressor is running at
high speed, the power consumption will increase, if you want to quickly cool or freeze the
temperature , it is recommended to start the MAC mode as low as minus 20℃. It is recommended
to start the HH mode.

In the boot status, press the “SET” button once to display the current working mode ECO/HH;
Press the second ”SET” button to display the current voltage protection file(Lo, Ne, Hi),
Press”<    >/<    >” to select the battery protection file
Long press the ”UP” and “SET” button on the display temperature interface to display the current
input voltage value.

Troubleshooting
Product does not work
Check if the refrigerator is turned on
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Check the input power (try using another power source, or alternative vehicle battery or
power adapter to detect)
Check if the power cord plug and socket are connected reliably
Check if the fuse is blown or loose

Low cooling performance
Put too much food, affecting air circulation
Put overheated food in the fridge
The refrigerator lid is open for a long time or is not closed tightly
Refrigerator cover ice seal is damaged

Poor ventilation (Please maintain the product good ventilation and keep the distance
between the sides of the refrigerator and other objects more than 100mm)
Ambient temperature is too high
Temperature setting is too high

The sound of running water can be heard on the side wall when the refrigerator is working.
This is a normal phenomenon, which is caused by the flow of refrigerant in the pipeline.

There is abnormal noise when the refrigerator is working
The refrigerator is not placed in a flat place to work

Frozen food in the refrigerator
The refrigerator temperature setting is too low



































If there are other problems which can't be solved according to the above methods, please
contact the dealer or the company's after-sales service letter.

Error protection

When the compressor, module, fan, temperature sensor head is faulty and the input voltage
is too low, the digital tube on the operation panel will display F1, F2, F3, F4, F5 and other error
codes, and the compressor will stop working. When the fault is discharged and the system is
started for 3 minutes, the refrigerator will enter the normal working state (the error code
corresponding to the problem and solution is shown in the table below)
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Packing List

1. Portable car refrigerator
2. DC power cord
3. AC power adaptor
4. Manual (including certificate, warranty card)

Dear Customer:
Thank you for choosing our mobile refrigerators, and the high-quality transfer refrigerator
will enhance your life happiness, In order to continuously improve our products and service,
welcoming you to give us your valuable comments, thank you!

After-sales and warranty

This product has been warranted for 1 years since the date of purchase, and the compressor
is guaranteed for 2 years. The following conditions are not covered by the free warranty:
Damage caused by improper use is no longer covered by warranty (if the replacement of
parts or parts purchased from other manufacturers caused a malfunction, the warranty is
excluded)
Man-made damage
Failure of damage caused by failure to follow, the precautions on the instruction manual.
Product failure and damage caused by self-disassemble without the manufacturer’s
permission.
Damage caused by force majeure (such as earthquakes, fire, ect.)
Warranty claims are under warranty (certificate required for purchase)
Warranty does not include the loss of items in the refrigerator.
Warranty does not include such as fuses, connectors, sockets, handles, ect.
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Sales service
Thank you for purchasing the car refrigerator series products, in order to enjoy the per-
fect after-sales service, please save the “warranty card”
1) This product enjoys for 1 years from the date of purchase, free warranty for power
     components for 2 years (fan, carline parts warranty for 1year)
2) Warranty with this card and provide proof of purchase (shopping invoice or online
     trading order/record)
3) The following conditions are not covered by the warranty: 1. Car refrigerator
     purchased at the Rockpals approved; 2. Arbitrarily disassembled, modified or
     damaged by the product; 3. Damage and failure caused by failing during use;
4.Failure caused by improper use and non-compliance with the instructions;
5.Damage caused by improper maintenance and storage.
    Warranty card

Related Information                                         Product model: product No
User name: common phone                           Buying a store: purchase time
Mailing address:                                                Repair point: invoice no

Maintenance records
Repair date
Fault content
Processing details
Name of the maintenance unit: Maintenance unit phone: maintenance staff signature:

1) Please keep the warranty car safety, consumer do not need to send it back to the
company
2) Carry the warranty card and the original valid invoice when repairing




























